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Estimatingdynamicmodelswith aggregateshocksand
an applicationto mortgagedefaultin Colombia
Juan Esteban Carranza
Salvador Navarro*

Abstract
We estimate a dynamic model of mortgage default for a cohort of Colombian debtors
between 1997 and 2004. We use the estimated model to study the effectson default of a
classof policies that affectedthe evolution of mortgage balancesin Colombia during the
1990's. We propose a framework for estimating dynamic behavioral models accounting
for the presenceof unobservedstate variables that are correlated acrossindividuals and
acrosstime periods. We extend the standard literature on the structural estimation of
dynamic models by incorporating an unobservedcommon correlated shock that affects
all individuals' static payoffs and the dynamic continuation payoffs associated with
different decisions. Given a standard parametric specification the dynamic problem,
we show that the aggregate shocks are identified from the variation in the observed
aggregatebehavior. The shocks and their transition are separately identified, provided
there is enough cross-sectionalvariation of the observedstates.

Introduction
In this paper we specify a dynamic model of mortgage default and estimate it using microlevel Colombiandata spanningthe yearsbetween1998and 2004. During this time, mortgage
default rates in Colombia were unusually high due to an unprecedentedeconomicdownturn
that was accompaniedby a dramatic fall in home prices. The extent to which the fall in
householdincomesand the fall in home prices contributed separately to the unprecedented
* University of Wisconsin-Madison

rates of default is a relevant policy question that can be answeredwithin the model we
propose. In addition, we use the model to evaluate the impact of counterfactual policies
which cannot be evaluated with a model that doesn't account for the dynamic concernsof
debtors. We show that in the context of our data, the expectationsof individuals regarding
the evolution of relevant variableshad a substantial impact on default behavior.
The estimation of discretechoicedynamic modelsis limited by the ability of standard microeconometrictechniquesto incorporate a rich pattern of unobservedheterogeneityaffecting
the choicesof individuals. In the context of our data, accounting for common unobserved
shocks is crucial for understanding the relationship between the observed states and the
observeddefault behavior. The standard techniquesfor estimating such behavioral models
are basedon the assumption that all the unobservedheterogeneityis independentacrossindividuals 1. In this paper we developa framework for estimating dynamic structural models
under the presenceof unobservedstates that are both correlated acrossindividuals and over
time, due to the presenceof unobservedcommon states.
The literature on the estimation of structural models that allow for correlated common
shocksis scarce. For example,in the approachproposedby Altug and Miller (1998) the
structure of the aggregateshocksis estimatedseparatelyand used as input into the dynamic
model, which is then estimatedusing the techniquedevelopedby Hotz and Miller (1993).
Such approachis only practical when the aggregateshockscan be estimated from a separate
model (e.g. a macroeconomicmodel). A closer paper to ours is Lee and Wolpin (2006),
in which the aggregateshocks are computed throughout the estimation algorithm using
a generalequilibrium model. In their case,the estimation is complicatedby the need to
solve the equilibrium throughout the estimation to obtain the aggregateshocks and their
transition.
The methodologicalcontribution of our paper is the incorporation, identification and
estimation of the unobservedstates that generatecorrelation both in the cross section and
over time using a standard micro data set. In other words, we showthat estimating a dynamic
model with aggregateunobservedshocksdoesn't require the solution of an aggregatemodel.
In our model, in addition to a time invariant individual specific unoberved state, there is
lEarly papers include Rust (1987), \[blpin (1984), Pakes (1986) and Hotz and Miller (t993); later papers
as Keane and Wolpin (1994) incorporate unobserved states that vary systematically across individuals but
stay constant over time. For a comprehensivereview of the literature see, for example, Aguirregabiria and
Mira (2002))

an unobservedcorrelated state that is common to all individuals and that is correlated over
time. For simplicity, we refer to these unobservedcorrelated common states as aggregate
shocks. Our specificationof the dynamic model is basedon a Markovian decisionproblem
with finite horizon in which the payoffsdepend on observedand unobservedstate variables
that vary systematically acrossindividuals. As we show, in this particular formulation of the
dynamic model, the micro data contains enough information to infer the aggregateshocks
and their transition separately.The identification and estimation of thesecommon correlated
states exploits the variation in aggregatebehavior, which is a pieceof information that is not
used directly by the existing literature. We show conditions under which these aggregate
unobservedshocks and their transition probability are separately identified in a standard
specificationof a dynamic discrete choice model.
In the next section of the paper we describe our methodological framework. We formulate an optimal stopping problem with correlated unobservedheterogeneity,describeour
estimation approachand discussthe identification of the different componentsof the model.
In Section3 of the paper we presentthe application of the model to the Colombian mortgage
market. We describe the data, the estimation and the results. We perform counterfactual
simulations to evaluate the impact of the policies adopted by the Central Bank and the
Colombian government in the mid-1990s. The paper concludes with a discussionof the
limitations of the proposedframework.

2

The framework

Consider the problem of a mortgage debtor who is deciding whether to default or continue
making the mortgage payments on his home. This problem can be described as a discrete
choice problem in which the choice of defaulting generatesa payoff associatedwith the
increasedprobability of foreclosure,a more restrictive accessto the credit markets in the
future, etc. Continuing making the mortgage payments generatesa static payoff associated
with the continued enjoyment of the home, plus the option of making the same decisionthe
next period (i.e. the continuationvalue).
Formally, denote the flow utility that the individual i obtains from enjoying the home at
time ü as u(S,,r) and the flow utility associatedwith the choice of default as I4z(^9,,¿),
where
,Sr,,is the set of observed and unobserved (from the analyst's perspective) state variables
that affect payoffs and that determine its expected evolution over time. For any ú lower

than the last period (T) of the rnortgage,the problem of this individual can be described
recursively as follows:

i t ( S , , \:

w6o,r)\ ,
max
* E1PV6c,t+r)1s,,,1,
{16o,r,e¿,t)
del'ault)
lcontinue,

(1)

such that at tlie terminal period the continuationpayoffis a constant V (50,il : K¿,t.
The specificationof the optimal default problem in (1) highlights the importance of
expectationsin determining default decisions.The reasonis that making mortgagepayments
is equivalent to purchasing an option to default in the future and the value of the option
dependson the expectedevolution of the relevant state variables. This is why debtors may
choosenot to default even if they have negative equity.
and the
We are interested in inferring the relationship between the state variables ,3¿,¿
observedbehavior from individual-level data. The estimated model can then be used to simulate and evaluatecounterfactualequilibria, exogenouspoliciesand the impact of exogenous
shocks.We are interestedin a dynamic structural model like the one in equation(1) because
'.'reducedform"
it allows the evaluation of policies and shocksthat cannot be evaluatedwith
methods. In particular, we can evaluate policies that affect the expected evolution of the
states but that do not affect the current values. For example,the introduction of adjustable
rate mortgagesintroduced a dynamic feature into mortgage contracts that by definition cannot be accountedfor by reduced form models, specially when these policies have not been
observedin the past.
The specificsof the implementationof the model with real data are left for the application
sectionbelow. For now, notice that the problem in (1) correspondsto an optimal stopping
problem with an absorbing state. The main challenge associatedwith the identification
and estimation of such models is accounting for a rich correlation over time and across
individuals of the unobservedstates containedir ,90,r.In the context of our mortgage default
application it is important that we account for the potential correlation of the unobserved
aggregateshocksthat affect evervone'sdecisionsbecause,as documentedin earlier work by
Carranza and Estrada (2007), most the variation of default over time in Colombia cannot
be explainedby micro-levelfactors.
Even if one accounts for the presenceof aggregateshocks, for example by using time
dummies, ignoring the potentiai serial correlation of the aggregateshocks might lead to
estimationbias. For example,if individualsexpect the unobservedbenefitsof defaulting to
incleaseover time, they might chooseto delay default even if current payoffs are negative.

A researcherthat ignores such unobservedcorrelation would then overestimatethe current
payoffs.
In the next section, we discussidentification of structural dynamic models with serially
correlated unobservedshocks and present a general method for their estimation. We show
that the aggregateshocksare identified in micro-leveldata and can be estimated using a
simple variation of the standard mel,hods.We then estimate a dynamic model of optimal
default with our Colombian data set using the arguments we present below.

2.1

A generic optimal stopping problem

Consider the standard optimal stopping problem of an individual ¿ at time t 1 T¿, who
has to chooseaction j € {0,1} where j : 0 is an absorbingstate over a finite horizon ?l;
which may be different acrossindividuals. Each choice generatesa static a payoff ú¿,j,t=
u(X¿,¡,r)* €¿,i,twith an observedcomponent u(Xo,¡i that dependson a vector of observable
(to the econometrician)states Xn,j,r. It also dependson an additive unobservedstate variable
e¿¡,¿that is correlated acrossindividuals and time periods.
At time ú, the problem of the individual is to maximize the flow of payoffs from z :
t,...,T¿:
Ti

-'

r m a Í { d i , t , . . . c t nE
, r rt \)

0

l'0,0,,t,

(2)

T:T

where d¡ : {dt, ...dr,} is a sequenceof feasibledecisionssuch that once di., : 0 is chosen,no
other alternativecan be chosen.
Normalizethe payoff generatedby the action j : 0 to zero and relabel u¿l*: u¡,¿.LEI
S¿,,= {Xo¡,€¿,0,t,€¿J,t}
be the set of relevantstate variablesfor individual i at time ú. The
vector of observedstates X¿,tis assumedto follow a first order Markov processindependently
of the unobservedstates and so it can be recovereddirectly from the data. The unobserved
states {ro,o,r,e¿¡.t} are also assumedto be Markovian as describedbelow.
We can use the Bellman representationto write recursively the problem for individual ¿
who, as of time t - L <T - l,has not chosenj : 0 as:

yr$¡) : mar{u(X¿,r)
- €¿,o,t
* €¿r,t
* gn,lV*r(S,,¡,,*r)1,S,,r,,]
,01,

( 3)

where B is a known exogenousdiscount rate. At t : T¿the continuation payoff of the problem
is zero,so that:

Er,lv.r,+r(s
i,r,r,+r
) |S,,¡,rl
] : o.

(4)
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It has beenshownbeforethat the model aboveis genericallynot identified non-parametrically
Therefore, the mapping of the model aboveinto data is basedpartly on parametric assumptions on the distribution of the unobservedstates e. In order to allow for a rich pattern of
unobservedcorrelation, we decomposethe unobservedstates as follows:
€,¡,t,t -

€i,o,t 3 €t *

tt¿ *

€iJ,

( 5)

is an iid idiosyncraticdisturbance,which we assumeis distributed logit, a standard
wheree¿,¿
and convenient assumption. The term p¿ is an individual-specific unobservablestate that
stays constant over time and is distributed among the population of individuals accordingto
The term {¿ is a common aggregateunobservedshockthat follows a first
¡r distribution Q(¡-r,¿).
order Markov process. The individual heterogeneitydistribution O 0 and the distribution
(i.e. the transition of) { have to be estimated simultaneouslywith the whole model.
Notice that, under this specification,individual choicesare correlatedover time and
acrossdebtors even after conditioning on the observedstates; in addition, this unobserved
heterogeneitycan be allowed to depend on X¿,¡which would be equivalent to a model with
heterogenouscoefficients. The rnodel is similar to the standard dynamic discrete choice
models except fbr the presenceof the shock €, * 0 which is allowed to be correlated over
time. The importance of including this form of heterogeneityis that it permits individual
choicesto be correlated (in unobservableways) in a given crosssection (sinceall individuals
face the same shock) and for this correlation to persist over time. We will refer to these
shocks as aggregateshocks, but they more generally can be understood as the common
componentof the unobservedheterogeneity.
The model we specifyneststhe standard modelsin the literature. Specifically,if we set
p¿ : €t : 0, all the unobservedheterogeneityin the model is i,id and the model is similar
to the modelsin Rust (1987),\\blpin (1987),Hotz and Miller (1993) and Pakes (1986). If
we assumeaway the aggregateshocksso that 6¿: 0, but account for a correlated individual
shock p¿ * 0 the model is similar to Keane and Wolpin (199a).
In contrastto the modelsby Altug and Miller (1998)and Lee and Wolpin (2006)we don't
needto specif.vwherethe aggregateshocksstem from. In Section2.3 we showthat micro data
alone is enough to identify the aggregateshocksand their transition separately.In a general
equilibrium setup, the specificationof a model for the determination of the aggregateshocks
2Rust (1994); see also Taber (2000) and Heckman and Navarro (2007) for conditions under which these
models are semiparametrically identified

{ and their transition would be necessaryfor the computation of counterfactualequilibria,
but not for the estimationof the model.
Let ^9¿,¿
= {X¿,t,lt¿,€t}be the the set of state variables,excluding the idiosyncratic ii,d,
error. Definethe expectedvalue function as the expectationof the value function in (3) with
respectto the idiosyncraticii,d shock,conditionalon the current states:

V(5,,,): n, (U64r, rn,r)lSo¡)
:

ln (1 *

,
"u(X¿t)+&*ul*0Etlvt,t+r(S",r+r)lsr,tl¡

(6)

where the secondequality is the standard "social surplusrrequation which follows from the
Iogit assumption.
For convenience,write the expectation of (6) as a function of the conditioning states as
follows:

EttV(Sir+r)lS,,,l= !ú(S,,,),

(7)

where the expectation is taken with respect to the dynamic states given their realization
and their transition probabilities. For given state variablesand transition probabilities, this
value can be computed using standard numerical techniquesstarting at the terminal period.
Conditional on survival, the predicted probability that individual ¿ choosesj : I at time
ú is given by:
P r ¿ , t , t : P r l u ( X ¿ , r )+ p o* € ¿* e ¡ ¡ * g E t l V + t ( S ¿ , r * r ) 1 S ,>, , ]0 ]

:6'

* (t* tt¿+0ú (S¡,t)
¿,¿)

(8/

"u(X

where the continuation payoffscorrespondto the expectation of (7). Notice that this probability dependson both the realizationof the unobservedindividual heterogeneityp¿ and the
aggregateshock {¿.
Next, we define the probability of any given sequenceof choiceswhich we will use below.
Given (8), let .Pr¿denotethe probability of an individual history which can be computedas
the product of probabilities over the given sequenceof choices,conditional on the realization
of the individual heterogeneityand the aggregateshocks:
Íir

- Pro,r,r)('-at't)¿6
F'o:!J o'i,"i:'tt
Ql

,

(e)

where4 is the last time period at rvhichthe loan is observedto be outstandingeither because
it is clef'aultedon or becauseit reachesits maturity, i.e. either the time when individual z
first choosesj : 0 or the final period Ti \f it always choosesj : L.

2.2

Estimation

Consider estiniating the model above using a random sample of. i : 1, ...,N individuals
who are observed solving the described optimal stopping problem during a sequenceof
T : ,n¿ar{Tr,...,f¡¿} time periocls.For simplicity we assumethat all aspectsof the model
are parametric3. In Section2.3 we discusswhich aspectsof the model can potentially be
recoverednonparametrically.
Let 1 denote the parametersof the utility function, p6 the parametersof the transition of
the aggregateshocksand o the parametersof the distt'ibution of the individual unobserved
assumethat all individualsstart to solvethe
heterogeneity(p). For notational convenience,
problem simultaneouslybut then have potentially different problem horizons fr. For eachindividual, a matrix of potentially time-varying exogenousstate variables X, : {Xolr, ..., Xf,rr}
{d|,r, ...,d¿Ío}.
Given the observedstates,their transition probabilities can be estimateddirectly from the

is observed,as well as a sequenceof decisionsd!:

data before estimating the whole model if they are exogenous.The remaining parameters,
the transition of the aggregateshocksand the shocksthemselves€ : {€t, ...,€r} have to be
estirnatedjointly. The samplelikelihoodis given by: w

- Pr,,,,,)'-a9,'I
ao0';o)
t(0,€):fl / ln rri,i;.1t
r
i:7
I
l':r
Nf

: IT I Fro\,pq,()dQ(p;o),
'^
I
;-1

(10)

"

where the choiceprobabilitiesare integratedwith respectto the initial distribution of ¡"r,Q.
The model is estimated efficiently by maximizing the likelihood function over the paramr:ter space. Notice that the estimationof the model we presentis, in principle, identical to
the estimatiorr of standard dynamic models with unobservedheterogeneity.The key differencelies on the presenceof the aggregateshocks{ and their transition p6. Dependingon the
3In what follows, we emphasizethe dependenceof the probabilities on the parameters when helpful, but
mostly we keep the dependenceimplicit for tractability of the notation.

case'maximizing (10) can be difficult, speciallyif the number of periods f is large,because
eachshock $ has to be estimatedfor all ú.
We show now how the estimation of these aggregateshockscan be c<lncentratedout from
the wider estimation algorithm by using aggregateinformation not commonly used in the
estimationof dynamic discretechoicemodels. In other words,we showthat the estimationof
the model is identical to the estimation of a standard model with the adclition of a restriction
that arises from the likelihood itself that identifies the aggregateshocks. Specifically,take
the derivative of (10) with respect to each {¿ and set it equal to zero to obtain the following
condition:

: I 1r,,,,,,ffio.,
(r)]
? =Fl,¿
[fr
- d,¿,,) (r)],
(pr¿,¿(s¿,¿)
. lfrn I pry+E-¿
r#fu,,

( 11 )

where AI¿0,,
is the number of individuals in the samplewho chooseaction j : I at time ú.
The first term on the right hand side of (11) is the expectedaggregatechoiceprobability
conditional on the observedindividual histories. The secondterm is the sample covariance
of the prediction error and the derivative of the expectedcontinuation payoff with respect to
the aggregateshock, again conditional on the observedhistories. Notice that this condition
i's not the often used restriction matching the predicted and the observedaggregatechoice
probabilites enactly. This implies that an efficient estimation of the model won't perfectly
match the predicted and the observedaggregatechoice probabilities.
Equation (11) generatesa set of 7 non-linearequations,which can be usedto concentrate
out the estimation of ( from the problem of estimating á. In other words, for any set of
parameters 0e, we can solve for the parameters {¡ that satisfy (11) as we look numerically
for the estimator á* a,ndits associated{..
Notice that, in general,(11) reducesto a set of intuitive averageprobabilities.Sincethe
predicted choice probability and the expected continuation payoffs are conditioned on the
same set ,S¿,¿
of state variables, the covarianceof the secondterm should convergeto zero
since this covarianceis zero in the population. It follows then that, when l/¿ is large, the
expressionabove can be approximated by the following expression:

p,o,,,,TFk(t")o*
=
(r)],
ry =sr,¿
I
[i *

( 12 )

which might be an easierexpressionto use when concentratingout the estimation of {.
If we compute (11) in the population,we obtain a condition that we state as Lemma 1.
This lemma can also be used to concentrate out the estimation of { when the population
sharesare observedand the secondterm on the RHS of equation (11) is zero. Denote the
empiricaldistribution of the observedstatesas ,F¿(r),which is (by assumption)independent
of the distribution Q of unobservedstates. Let also s1,¿be the shareof choicej : I at each
time ú among active agents.
(8) and
by the choiceprobabi'li'ti'es
Lemma I Consi,derthe esti,mationof the model descri,bed
(9). At the true ualueof 0 and { the following conditionholds:

sl,¿: [ ,rn,r,,to,q)¡3#P^daQld,F¿(r) : s1,¿(d,{).
r

(13)

. yP r ¿ ( 0 , € ) d O ( p )

This lemma statesthat, at the true value of the parameters,the observedaggregatechoice
probability has to be equal to a we,ightedauerageof the predicted choice probabilities. The
weighting is equivalent to conditioning the predicted choice probabilities on the observed
choicehistory of eachindividual up until the terminal period 4.
As a corollaryof this lemma,we point out below that if there is no persistentunobserved
heterogeneitythe condition (13) reducesto a simpleaverage.This condition is similar to the
standard BlP-style market-levelcondition that is used to concentrateout the estimation of
choice-specific
shocksfrom the estimation of discretedemand systems,except that it only
holds wheu tho secoudterm on the RHS of equation (11) is zero. The proof followstrivially
from Lemma 1, by noting that when there is no persistent unobservedheterogeneity,the
integralsin the expressionsabovevanish.
Corollary

(8)
L Consi,derthe estirr¿utionof the model describedby the choi,ceprobabi.liti,es

Q i,sdegenerate.At the true ualueof 0 and {
and (9), Let ¡t¿: ¡L"Yi,so that tLted'istributi,on
the following co'ndi,ti,on
holds:

:
Sr.¿

I

err,r,r1e,{)dF¡(r).

(14)

An interestingfeature of (11) and (12) is that the averagechoiceprobabilitiesat any
period ú are not conditionedon the survival until ú - 1 but on the whole history until [.
'Ihis property is not a consequence
of the dynamic structure of the problem, but of the
presenceof unobservedcorrelatedshocks.In fact, this condition extendsto static models(as

10

in ?) in the sensethat, wheneverthere are unobservedcorrelatedshocks,efficient estimation
with a finite sample would require that the observedaggregatechoice behavior matches the
predicted behavior, conditional on the observedchoices. That is, when concentratingout
the aggregateshocksunder the presenceof individual unobservedheterogenity,one should
not exactly match the observed aggrega,techoice behavior to the simple predicted choice
probability but rather to a weighted version of these probabilities.
When the population sharess1,¿&r€ known exactly,so that the data set is a combination
of micro-leveland market-levelinformation, Lemma 1 can be used 1;o"concentrateout"
the estimation of the aggregateshocks { from the estimation algorithm using the aggregate
choice probabilities. Specifically, at each time ú and for given parameters 0¡ and (6, the
model generatesa vector of aggregatepredictedchoiceprobability 3t (00,€o).If the model
is correctly specifiedand the sample is large (13) must hold:
sl,¿: 5ur(0,€)Vú.

(15)

Given any value of 90, the expressionin (15) generatesa systemof 7 non-linearequations,
so that a unique value of ((40) can be solvedfor directly. If the population sharess1,¿&r€
not observed,but only the shares51,¿in the sample,then (11) or (12) can be used instead.
The feasiblecomputation of the model requiresthat for any set of feasibleparameters 96,
the vector (6 that solves(11) be alwaysdefined. Moreover,the identificationof the model
will require that the vector {¡ be unique, at least around the true vector {.. The following
Iemma establishessufficientconditionsunder which the solution to (15) existsand is unique.
The proof of this lemma, shown in the appendix, relies on the monotonicity of the average
predicted default rates (13) on the aggregateshock.
Lemma 2 Let Etl€r+tl€r]: h(€r), suchthat h(.) is strictly monotoneand -I

< h'(€,) < 1.

T h e n ,f o r t h e s y s t e mo f T e q u a t i , o ni ,sm p l i , e d bsy¡ ¡ : s l , ¿ ( á o€ ,) f o r t : I , . . . , T

h o , sa u n i q u e

solution €(áo), if the sample si,zeN i,slarge (so the second,term on the RHS of equation (IL)
i,szero).
The sufficientconditions for the lemma to be true are very weak in the sensethat they are
far from necessary.Moreover, they imply restrictions that are usually natural in empirical
environments. For example, if the aggregateshocksfollow a linear autoregressiveprocess,a
sufficient condition for the lemma and the corollary to hold is that the processbe stationary.

11

Lemmas 1 and 2 will be used to show our identification result below. For practical
purposes,they implv that the rnodel can be estimated using standard techniques. One
can do estimationwith the addition of (15) as a separaterestriction, thereby reducingthe
computationaldimensionof the estimation algorithm if required. In other words, it is not
strictly necessaryto maximize the likelihood over all the parametersof the model, which is
usef'ulspeciallywhen the number of periodsis large. Specifically,the model can be estimated
maximizing the likelihood (10) over the parameters0, solving numericallyfor ( from (15)
along the estimationalgorithm:

mar st( 0,{ ( 0) )

( 16)

Befbre presentingan application of our methodology,in the following sectionswe discuss
of the componentsof the model and the applicability of the methodological
the identificati<-,n
framework to more generalenvironments.

2.3

Identification of the model

We discussnow the identification of the model describedaboveand show the conditions under
which such identification is possible. The main problem lies in the separateidentification of
the aggregateshocksand their transition, which we show is possibleonly when micro level
information is available. Importantly, the identification conditions that allow us to separate
the transition from the value of the aggregateshocksare sufficient and necessary.
The choiceprol>abilitiesin (8) are similar to the choiceprobabilitiesin standard empirical dynamic models with unobservedheterogeneity,except for the presenceof the aggregate
shocks{ and their transition probabilities. Therefore,the identification of the utility function
and the of the distribution of ¡1"is basedon similar arguments as in the standard literature.
We provide a brief discussionof their identification and then discussin detail the identification of the aggregateshocks( and their transition probabilities.
As pointedout by Taber (2000)and Heckmanand Navarro(2007),the finite horizonof the
problem facilitates the nonparametric identification of the dynamic discrete choice models.
We briefly describe how their argument works. Notice that since at T, the continuation
payoffs of the problem are zero?the probability that individual 'i choosesj : t , obtained
from (8), doesn't contain a continuationvalue and thereforedoesnot include the transition
of the aggregateshocks:
Pr¿,r,r,: Pr (u(X¿,4) + €ru-f Qt¿* e¿,r)).

12

(17)

Notice that in this terminal period {2i is simply the constantin the model. In limit sets
where
one can control for the dynamic selection(survival up to fr) one can usestandard arguments,
i.e., Matzkin (1992),to identify nonparametricallythe utility function u0, the constant (n
and the nonparametricdistribution of (t o* e¿,r).Once this distribution has been identified
at different periods (since I representsdifferent periods for different individuals) one can
use deconvolutionarguments (Kotlarski (1967)) to recoverthe distribution of
¡r,¿from the
repeated observationsof the marginal distribtuion of (¡.t¿+ ei,r) over time.
The novel part of this paper is the separateidentification of the aggregateshocksand their
transition. Intuitively, the identification of the aggregateshocks comes from the variation
in the data on the aggregatebehavior, a feature which is not fully exploited in the standard
literature. Notice that, in practice, our estimation approach is equivalentto a standard
estimation of a Markovian decisionmodel, with the "addition" of the "aggregate"restriction
(15), which directly identifiesthe aggregateshocks.
The separate identification of the levels { of the aggregateshocks and their transition
probabilitieshas to be explainedin detail. >From inspecting(8) it can be seenthat both the
aggregateshocks ( and their transition probabilities enter the continuation payoffs. Moreover, ( enters additively the instant payoffs,so that it can potentially happen that changesin
€ that are offset by changesin their expectedserial correlation generateidentical preclictions,
so that they would not be separatelyidentified.
We have two sourcesfor the separateidentification of the two set of unobservables.On
one hand, notice from (17) that as we go over groups if individuals with different terminal
periods{Tr,...,7¡¡} the transition probabilitiesfor the aggregateshocksdon't enter the choice
probabilities and thereforethe aggregateshocksare identified up to the constant of the utility
function. Therefore, if we observeindividuals who face their terminal period at each time
period of our sample, { will be identified. Since we can identify { for different periods we
can, in principle, recovertheir transition probabilities,/(€rl6r-r) nonparametericallyin the
domain of the recovered{.
The second,and more generalsourceof identification, comesfrom of the choiceprobabilities themselves.{ and pg (the parametersof the transition probabilities) will be separately
identified even in a sample of individuals who all face the same terminal period. To seethis,
notice that at the true value Ci of the transition parameters,our estimation algorithm looks
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for the unique vector {. that satisfies(15) which we can rewrite as follows:

: rro,,,,r.,
S1,¿
r.,o¿)
l
ffido

(rr)
d,F¡(r)

: I frr,1.:
\
" ' , " '€.. 'oi)d,Ft(r)
J

( 18)

where s1,¿is the obsrtrvedproportion of individuals who choosej : I at time ú and where
Pr¿., ís the choice probability integrated over the distribution of individual heterogeneity,
conditionalon eachchoicehistory:

p r ,-,\r,( . ; €. \.. , p i )I: e r o , , ( . r 1€ov*:€,\)= . P ' o ( : i € . ' - ? , ,t d) =, a,r *0, " )
J,r,¿\''\

[

prn(.;€.,4¿)dO(p)--

The key thing to notice is that, as we change p€, the algorithm will find new vectors of
{ consistentwith (18). The implicit function theorem implies that the variation of { as pg
changesis given by:

0p)d4(r)
0€,: _ I @P!¿t,tl

dpt

(1e)

[ (0Pr¿¡,¿lA)dFt(r)
If such variation in { leads to the same choice probabilities as in (19), then the two sets of
parametersare not separatelyidentified. Notice, though, that at any given p6 and for every
agent i, the implicit variation of { as p€ changessuch that Frn,r,, is constant is given by:

d€,
dpe

(0Pr¿,1,¡l0pq)
(0Pr¿,1,¿10{)

(20)

which is in general different than (19), as long as the predicted choice probabilities vary
acrossindividuals. Consequentlyif this is the case, the predicted choice probabilities will
changeas the transition parameterschange.
In other words, if there is variation in the observedstates acrossindividuals, the derivative
of the individual ctroiceprobabilitieswith respectto the p6 is differentfrom zero. Therefore,
the sample likelihood will necessarilyfall around the estimated parameter pi so that { and
pq are separately identified as formally establisheclin the following proposition, which we
prove in the appendix. Put it differently, if there is no individual variation on the predicted
choiceprobabilitiesthen equations(i9) and (20) will be the same.
Proposition 1 Consi,derthe'model with sample likelihood((l',o0,pc) g'iuenby (10) with
kno'wnparameters10 and oo. Assume that the conditionsin Lemmas 1 and 2 hold. The
pararneter uector pq is identi,fi,edi,f and only i,f the states X¿,¿uar! acro$ i,ndiuidualsfor at
least o'neindiui,duali for all t.
I4

The propositionestablishes
the identificationof p€,conditionalon the utility function and
the distribution of individual unobservedheterogenity, whose identification was
explained
before. Moreover,the identification of p4 is formally independentfrom the identification
of {.
That is, if we wereto estimatep€ using the estimated{ (for example,by taking the estimated
{ and running a regressionof {¿ against €,-r) *e might find substantial discrepancieswith
the estimated p6 obtained from the estimation above, specially in short samples.
This impliesthat additionalrestrictionscan be addedto (16) to guaranteethe consistency
of both (the transition implied by the estimated { and the one estiamted from the choice
probabilities), which might be desirablein long panels. More importantly, however,it also
implies that the choiceprobabilities contain enoughinformation to distinguish the individuals
perceptions about how the aggregateshocks transitions from the actual transition implied
by the realized(.
The identification of the parametric model is not surprising. The more important result is
the nonidenti,ficati,on
of the model when no micro leveldata (i.e.,with no individual variation
in the choice probabilities) is available. There is a growing literature on the estimation of
structural dynamic models of demand using market-leveldata (e.g. Carranza (2007) and
Gowrisankaranand Rysman (2006)). Our result highlights the limits of the idr:ntification
for this generalclassof models.

2.4

Further remarks on the methodology

For illustrative purposes,we have described our methodological framework using a simple
binomial optimal stopping problem. The generalapproachextends naturally to more general
dynamic Markov decisionproblems with multiple repeated choices.
For example, if instead of an absorbingstate, we let individuals choosej :0

repeatedly,
the only differenceis that a continuation payoff has to be computed for both j : 0 and j : L.
This adds to the computational burden of the algorithm, but the fact that we would observe

the same individuals making the same choicesrepeatedlyover time would also strengthen
the identification of the individual-level unobservedheterogeneity.
In addition, we can allow for multiple choiceseach with its associatedcontinuation payoff. The computation of multiple continuation payoffs along the estimation algorithm is
feasiblebut computationally costly. In addition, the data requirementsare stronger, as the
identification of the aggregateshocks relies on the computation of choice-specificaggregate
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probabilities.Otherwise,the estimationapproachis the same'
We should point out again that our model is a partial equilibrium model. Therefore, the
aggregateshocks and their transition are taken as given and are identified from the microif, dependingon the case,it is believed
data, no matter wherethey comefrom. Nevertheless,
that the aggregateshocksare the result of a generalequilibrium model, the specificationof
a macroeconomicmodel tying together the determination of the aggregateshocks and the
observedstates might be necessaryto compute counterfactualequilibria as in Lee and Wolpin
(2006).

An application to the Colombian mortgage market be-

3

tween 1998 and 2OO4
3.1

Description of the data

We use the empirical model we study in the previoussection to estimate a dynamic model of
optirnal default using two separatedata sets with information on the behavior of Colombian
mortgagedebtors between1997and 2004. The first (or "main") data set containsinformation
on a set of random mortgagesthat were outstandingbetween1997and 2004. The monthly
payment history of each mortgage, its original and current value and term of the mortgaged home are included. A "secondary" data set contains non-matching individual-level
demographicdata, including incomeand real estateholdings'
The total number of loans containedin the main data set is 16000. Nevertheless,this
set of mortgagesincludes loans that started at different points in time, most of them before
1997. From this subsetof loans that started before 1997we only observethose that survived
until 1997. Sinceour model predicts that loan survival is endogenous,for the estimation
below we selectthe cohort of loans that started during the year 1997and assumethat the
distribution of unobservedattributes of new debtorsis the samethroughout that year. After
eliminating fiom our sample those loans with incomplete or inconsistentpayment histories,
we ended with a total of 925 loansawhich are observedfrom the time they start in 1997
until 20045.
nFor a total of 14250observations.
sFor a detailed study of the default behavior observed in the whole sample using a simpler empirical
model see Carranza a¡rd Estrada (2007).
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The data set containsonly the price of each home at the time the loan started as reported by the bank' The expectedprices of individual homes at any point in time
P¿¿are
then updated using housing price indicesconstructedby the Colombian Central Bank. In addition, all data is aggregatedinto quarters, so that default observationsare not confounded
with missed payments or coding errors. All variables are expressedin constant lgg7 real
Colombianpesos.
Since this main data set contains no information on the income of debtors ovr:r the span
of the sample,survey data from the secondarydata set was used to control for the changing
distribution of income. This data set is part of an annual survey conductedby DANE that
contains demographic information of large samples of individual household. We selected
householdsin the sample who reported having a home loan. We use the reported income
and matching housing paymentsto simulate the joint distribution of income and the other
state variables.
In the data it is observed that some debtors stop making their payments, sometimes
only temporarily and sometimesdefinitively. Therefore, the meaning'default' meansand its
timing has to be defined. Specifically,in the estimation below, loans that accumulate past
due payments of more than 3 months are assumedto be defaulted and are dropped off from
the data set. Defartlt is thus defined as the event in which the number of past due payments
in a loan history changesfrom 3 or less to more than 3 between two quarters. After a loan
is defined to be defaulted, it is dropped from the sample6.
Table 1 contains some summary statistics of the main data set, which goes from the
first quarter of 1997 to the second quarter of 20047. The number of loans in the data set
increasesduring the first four quarters of 1997 as new loans are initiated until reaching g2b
which is the total number of loansin the cohort. Notice from column (3) that the number of
non-defaulted loans decreasesgradually over time which is a reflection of the high number
of defaults observedin the sample. The default rate, defined as the number of defaults over
the total number of outstanding loans in column (4), reachesa level higher Ihan 7Toduring
the fourth quarter of 1999,which is indicative of the severity of the market collapse. By the
6The default rate based on this
definition is highly correlated with default rates based on longer default
periods. The 3-month threshold was chosen in order to observe as much default as possible and in order to
capture all defaulted loans, including those that are terminated soon after default.
TSince default is inferred
from the change in the number of past due mortgage payments, no default is
reported during the first period of the sample.

t7

end of the sample more than half of the loans in the sample were defaulted.
To give a senseof the characteristicsof the defaulted loans we computed the average
price of homeswith outstandingloans (column (5)) and the averageprice of all homesin the
sample (colurnn (6)). Notice that up until the middle of 1999,the averageprice of homes
with outstanding mortgageswas higher than the averageprice of the homes of all the loans
in the sam¡>lewhich implied that defaults tended to occur among the mortgagesof the least
expensivehomes. After 1999the price of homes with outstanding loans was lower than the
averageprice of all homes in the sample,which implied that it was among mortgagesof the
more expensivehomeswhere defaults were concentrated.
Besidesthe rich modelling of the structural error in our model, we use the secondary
data set to account for the unobservedvariation in individual incomes. The data correspond
to the quarterly household survey collected by the Colombian national statistics agency
(DANE). The survey collectsdemographicand economicinformation of a random sample of
households.All householdsare askedtheir householdincome. In addition, once a year they
are askedwhether they have a mortgage or not and the correspondingmonthly payments.
In order to control for the unobservedvariation in income we use the distribution of
incomethat we observein this data set, conditional on whether the householdhas a mortgage
or not and on their rnonthly payments. Specifically,for each householdwe simulate several
income draws from the data to integrate out this part of the unobserved heterogeneity
(i.". the rLnobserved
income). The draws are taken from the correspondingquintile of
the distribrrtion of income ordered according to the monthly mortgage payments which is
assumedto match the distribution of income conditional on the ratio of balanceto remaining
term.
To understandthe roots of the extraordinarily high observeddefault rates in Colombia in
theseyears,we describethe history and someinstitutional details of the Colombian mortgage
financingsvstem. The centerpieceof the system,establishedin the 1970's,werethe mortgage
banks whose only purpose was to fund construction projects. In order to guaranteeenough
funding, these banks were the only institutions allowed to issue interest-bearingsavings
accountss.
In addition, mortgageloans rveredenominatedin aconstant value unit called"UPAC"e,
whose value changedover time accordingto a rate (called the "monetary correctionrr)deERegular commercial banks had exclusive rights to issue checking accounts bearing no interest.
eUPAC stands fbr Unidad de Poder Adquisitivo Constante: Constant Purchasing Power Unit
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termined by the Central Bank which was supposedto reflect the inflation rate. The UpAC
protected institutions and debtors against inflationary risks and facilitated the long-run
financingof housingprojects,which in turn gavea boost to the economyduring the following
decades.
Each month, debtors had to pay a proportion of the outstanding balance of their debt.
In addition, eachmonth debtorsmade an interest payment on the balance.This additional
interest rate was fixed for the lifetime of the loan and was not set on a debtor-by-debtor
basis, but was rather negotiated between the mortgage bank and the developer in charge
of the construction of any type of housing project, before individual homes were sold. The
followingmonth the remainingbalancewas updated accordingto the "monetarycorrection'r.
Until the early 1990'sthe monetary correction tracked the inflation rate closely. This
changedwhen the governmentdecidedto liberalize the financial sector and allowed commercial banks to offer savingsaccounts,which until then could only be offered by the mortgage
banks. The government also decided to tie the "monetary correctiontrto a market interest
rate, which meant that interest was added over time to the balance of the debts.
During these years the Colombian exchangerate was fixed and the interest rate was low.
Then in the 1990'sthe region (indeedalmost all emergingeconomies)experiencea capital
outflow' The Combian Central Bank decidedto defend the exchangerate at any cost, as did
most countries in the area, which meant letting the interest rates increaseto unprecedented
levels which had a considerablenegative impact on the housing industry. In addition, as
home prices and householdincomesstarted to fall, mortgage balances,that were now tied to
the interest rate, ballooned. By the end of the decade,and due to the default rates observed
in the data, mortgage financing in Colombia came to a halt and was only reestablished
severalyears later under a different regulatory framework.
One of the key policy questions raised by the 1990'shousing crisis is to what extent to
which the observeddefault rates were causedby the governmentpolicies and to what extent
was it causedby the fall in income. Our models allows us to measurethe effect of changeson
each variable on the default probabilities. Moreover, it permits the simulation of the effect
of counterfactuai policies.
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3.2

The empirical model of default

We study the behavior of mortgage holders ("debtors") who live in the mortgaged piece of
real estate ("home'r). Let the utility that a debtor e gets from the home each period Ú be
given by the followingfunction:
ú(q¿,r,Ai,t- rtLi,t,e¿,t):

0o't "lq¡ * o(An,,- m¿,t)* €T,r,

(21)

a measureof subjectivehome quality, Ui,t-rrLi,t is the differencebetweenhousewhere q¿,¿is
hold income and mortgage payments and ef;,,is an additive unobservedstate variable, which
incorporatesunobserved(to the econometrician)variablesthat may affectdefault, e.g. home
attributes that are only valued by its owner and other preferenceshocks that vary across
consumersand time.
Since no home attributes are observedin our dataset, we further assumethat the unobis random:
served"quality'r of homes q¿,¿
e¿,t=n*€\,r,

(22)

where €1,¿is a random variable that is potentially correlated over time and acrossdebtors.
Any systematicdift'erencesin the subjective home quality acrossdebtors will be captured by
the correlatiorrstructure of the error which we describein detail in Section3.3 below.
In our data set we have no infbrmation on the required payments Tn¿,tof each debtor.
However, it is known that the required payments are a function of mortgage balances b¿,¿
and remairring term L¿,¡, with some random variation acrossdebtors due to differencesin
the fixed interest rates acrossmortgages:
'rTLi,t:
P o * P t b ¿ , t *p z L ¿ , t + € n .

(23)

where ei, is an unobserved random term that captures the unobservedvariation across
debtorsof the requiredmonthly payments.
We assunrethat "default" leads to an absorbing state. Let, W¿,¿denote the value for
individual i of defaulting on her mortgage at time f, This value is the result of a complex
scenario. Specifically,the individual may be waiting to seewhether the following period she
can pay back her dues; she may try to sell the home and cash the differencebetween price
and loan balance;she may let the bank take over the property to cover her obligation; finally,
she could also just stop making payments indefinitely and face forfeiture or a renegotiation
with the bank.

The resulting value of default W¿,¿is the weighted sum of payoffs across the random
scenariosjust described. We assumethat W¿,¡has the following linear reduced form:
W¿¡ : us * a1!¿,¿
* u2i¿,¿I usb¿,¿
* eY.r.

(24)

where tr¿,¿
is the expected price of the home at time ú, b¿,¿
is the balance of the debt, E¿,¿
is
the debtor's income and ef;, are other unobserved(to the econometrician)attributes. These
are variablesthat enter directly the payoffsof the individual scenariosarising after a default
decision as discussedabove.
Group the unobservedcomponentsinto one error term E¿,t= jel,t - aei, * ef,,,- ef;r and,
: {fr¿,t,a¿,t,b¡,t,L¿,r,e-¡,r}
let S¿,¿
be the vector of observedand unobservedstatesanclassume
they follow a first order Markov process.We can obtain the value of the debtor's problem at
eachpoint in time as function of variablesthat can be mapped to the data and of unobserved
random variables:

t , , r ( 3 0 , r ) : m a x { o , rC( tot r ¿ , t t e z a ¿ , t * C s b ; , t * e ¿ L ¿ , t r E ¿ , t * 0 n l V , , r + r ( S , (, ,2*br ) 1 t , , ] }
where it is assumedthat at the last period of the mortgage 4 the continuation payoff of
non-defaultis zero:

: o
n lü,,r,*r(so,c*r)
1s,,"]

(26)

The parametersto be estimated (:

{(0,(r, ez,(s,(a} are linear combinationsof the underlying structural parameters. Ir{oticethat this function can be computed recursivelystarting
from the last period if all the state variables and their transitions are known.

3.3

Estimation

In order to estimate the model we decomposethe unobservedstate á¿.¿
as follows:
€i,t:

€ t * ¡ t ¿¡ 6 . , ,

(27)

where p¿is an individual-specificunobservablestate and e¿,¿
is an ii,didiosyncraticclisturbance
which we assumefollows a logit distribution. The term {¿ is a common aggregateunobserved
shock with a transition indexed by the vector pe : {p3, pi, pl} as follows:

€¿+r:p3+p1€,+rf
where u,f is an error with a distribution describedby parameters p!.
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(28)

We estimate the model above using debtor-level data on mortgage balances,mortgage
terms and home pricesover a set of t : I,...7 time periods. Sincethe Colombianmortgage
data we use does not contain matching income data tracing the evolution of income for individual debtors, we use householdsurvey data containing information on debtors' income and
mortgage payments as describedin the data section. We treat income !¿,¿as an unobserved
state with distribution given by Gi(glbl.L), which is the empirical distribution of income
condition¿rlon the mortgage payrnentswe observein the secondarysurvey data'
We also assumethat ¡r is correlated with the initial loan-to-value ratio (LTV) of each
loan, which is regarded as a good predictor of the risk attitude of debtors in the literature.
We assurnethat this underlying correlation is determined by the following loading equation:
LTU:

üo + ar,i + ui

(2e)

where u¿- N(0,o¡f), and p is distributed accordingto the mixture of three normal distributions with parameterso: {P,ol,wr} suchthat p, o'randw, are 3 x l vectorscontaining
the means, the variancesand the probabilities of each distribution, respectively. We normalize the mean of the mixture to zero. We denotethis distribution as Q(¡l;o). The vector
o of parametersof the mixture distribution and the coefficientsof (29) above are estimated
jointly with the other parametersof the model.
containsthe observedstates. We
Let X¡ = {Xr,r,...,X¡r,,r} where X¿J: (no,r,bo,r,L¿,¿)
estimate the transition X¿,¿directly from the data accordingto:

Ioe(b¿¡.): pB* p\tos(b,)+ pb2
Qü + ak

(30)

: p6 * pilog(n,t)+ u$
log(pl¿¿a1)
log(y**r) : pH* pYtlog(y¿)
+ uyt
where {r!*,r[,r,avo*] are'i'íd errorsand p¡ :

{Po,Pb,P"} are parametersto be estimated.
The transition of the balanceis assumedto dependon both the balanceand the remaining
term of the mortgage. It is estimated using only non-defaultedmortgagesso that it reflects
the expectedevolution of the balancefor householdthat have not defaulted yet. Sincehouse
prices are updated using a price index, the transition is basically the same for everyone.
The transition of income is common for householdswithin the same quintile of the income
distribution. We assumethat the errorsof the transitions (30) are independentof the error
t¿,¿,so that they can be estimatedseparately.

under the given assumptions,the model above generatesthe following non-defaultprobability for debtor i at time ú conditional on not having defaulted on the mortgage 'p to ú - 1
and conditionalon the realizationof the random states:
Pr¿,¡(tr¿,¿,b¿,t,
L¿,t,y¿,t,
H¿,€t) :

eaL ¿¡* €tt tt¿* AV t+t
¿Co*(1fr¿,¡¡qza¿,t*eab¿,t*
| ¡

¿Co+ (o ¿l* (,zv¡,t+Cú r.,t* (t L ¡,¿4 q,¡ p ¿* 0ú t + t

( 31)

where Út:

E,tt is the expectedvalue function as definedin (6) and (7) which is computed
using the specifiedtransition probabilities.
For any realization of the aggregateshocksand any "choice"of parametersd0 :

{(0, oo, ao, pto¡
we can obtain the aggregate non-default probability for each time period as defined in (13):

pr?.,pr?,r¿GY
(vlt)do(p,;oo)
i ¿ ( (X,:
¿ ' -u
A")¿: i t [ ilT':,
s,(t,.
á0)
n"

(32)

where O is the distribution of the unobservedindividual heterogeneity.In principle one can
use (11) and solvefor the implied vector of aggregateshocks€(po).
Let d¿,¡€ {0,1} be the observedchoice of individual i at time f < T:, where
4. is
the the time when i defaults, the last period of the mortgage or the last period at which
she is observed. With the valuesof the aggregateshocks,€ (00) in hand, we can compure
the likelihood of the sample for any choice of parameters 90, which is the product across
debtors of individual default/non-default histories, integrated over the distribution of the
unobservables:

((e\:XI[T"*, (r- rÍ]-'',,)]
r"y yyl¡aa1¡,;oo)ao@)
(33)
where the likelihood accountsalso for the the distribution of the errors c.;of the LTV loading
equation. Estimatesof d are obtained by finding the vector that maximizes(33).

3.4

Computation and results.

For any value of I along the estimation algorithm, the computation of (33) requires the use
of numerical techniquesto integrate out the distribution of income and ¡.1.We proceed as
follows: For each mortgage z at time ú, a set of ,S,income draws
{%¿}":r,...snis simulated
from the correspondingquintile of the empirical distribution of income conditional on the
monthly mortgage payments, contained in the "secondaryrrdata set. In addition, for each

income draw and for any vector o of mixture parameters, the distribution of ¡l is used to
integratethem out using a quadlature method.
The computation of the likelihood of individual default/non-default observationsrequires
in addition the computation of the expected value functions (6), which is done recursively
starting from the last period for each mortgage term length. There are four types of term
length in the data: 5 years, 10 years, 15 years and 20 years. For each term length and given
the transition of the observedstates and the assumedtransition of the aggregateshocks,the
expected value functions are computed backwards using a multilinear interpolant in order
to preservemonotonicity of the valu function with respect to {¿.
The algorithm we describeconcentratesthe agrgegateshocks { out since, for many applications, this will be the only feasible way of estimating the model. However, in our
application the number of observedtime periods is not that long (30) so we in fact maximize
the likelihood function (33) with respectto all parametersincluding the aggregateshocks
{. We then check that at the estimated valuesthe predicted def'ault probabilities match the
observedsharesas in (15).
In total, we estimate eight versionsof the model: four durationl0 models with myopic
debtors and four fully dynamic models. Each type of model was estimated with and without persistent unobservedheterogeneityand with and without income heterogeneity. The
quarterlydiscountrate was set to 0 :0.97,
We show on table 2 the estimatedparametersof the duration models,which are equivalent
to the m<tdeldescribedabove,except that we set the discountrate equal to zero d : 0. In
these models, the aggregateshocks correspod simply to time-changing constants. Model I
contains no dynamics, no persistent unobservedheterogeneityand no income heterogeneity.
Model II adds only income heterogeneityto model I, whereasmodel III adds persistent
unobservedheterogeneityto model I. Model IV is a duration model with both persistent
income.
unobservedheterogeneityand hcterogeneous
On table 3 we display the estimatedparametersof the fully dynamic models. Model V
containsno persistentunobservedheterogeneityand no income heterogeneity.Model VI is
a dynamic model with income heterogeneity,whereasmodel VII has persistent unobserved
heterogeneitybut no income. Model VIII has full dynamics, persistent unobservedhetero10Wecall these models "duration" rnodels since, as shown in Cunha, Heckman, and Navarro (2007), they
can be interpreted as generalizationof tire often used mixed proportional hazards and generalizedaccelerated
failure time lnodels of the duration literature.
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geneity and heterogeneousincome.
For each model, we show the estimated coefficientsand the estimated marginal effects
integratedover the distribution of debtors, with their correspondingstandard errors. The
marginal effects are computed with respect lo a L\Yo change in each of price, balance and
incomeand a one quarter changein term length. In the caseof the dynamic models(table 3),
the marginal effectsare computed accountingfor the effectsof changesin the state variables
on the continuation payoffs.
We discussfirst the results of the estimation of the duration models displayedin table 2,
where the dependent variable is the probability of.not making default, as indicated above.
The results imply that, conditional on all other variables, home price has a negative effect
on default probability, while the value of the mortgage balance and the remaining number
of quarters left in the mortgage have a positive effect on the default probability as expected.
The first salient feature of the estimatesof the duration models is the effect of accounting
for the persistent unobservedheterogeneityon the estimated price and balance coefficients.
Comparing the estimatesin models I and II with the results of models III and IV, we can see
that the price and balance coefficientsare in absolute value much bigger in the models that
include the persistent unobservedheterogeneity.The estimated marginal effects,which are
preciselyestimated, are literally doubled. These effectsimply that a 10% increasein balance
or in home price changes,on average,the quarterly default probability by one percentage
point, an economicallyvery significant figure.
The second salient feature of the results is the economic irrelevanceof income on the
default rates. Statistically,modelsI and II seemto indicate that incomeis positively correlated with default. After controlling for the persistentheterogeneitysuch correlation becomes
insignificant. In either case,the magnitude of the estimated effectsis very small.
We also report on the lower part of the table the estimated coefficientsof the loading
equation that correlates the persistent unobserved heterogeneity with the initial loan-tovalue LTV of the loans. The estimates suggest that higher initial LTV is associatedwith
a higher "tasterr for default, which simply means that riskier debtors select themselvesinto
more leveragedmortgages. The estimates, however, are statistically insignificant. We also
report the variance of the persistent heterogeneitywhich is computed over the mixture of
estimated normal distributions and its respectiveprobabilities (not shown).
The estimates correspondingto the fully dynamic models are presentedin table 3. The
upper part of the table contains the estimatesof the dynamic models without persistent
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unobservedheterogeneity(models V and VI), while the lower part contains the estimatesof
the modelswith persistentheterogeneity(modelsVII and VIII). The first thing to notice is
that the irrclusionof persistentunobservedheterogeneityhas a significant effect on the price
and balancecoefficientsas was the casewith the duration models. In modelsVII and VIII
the estimateclmarginal effects of changing price or balance by 10% are higher in absolute
value than in the duration models, even though the differenceis not statistically significant'
A key differencebetween the models in tables 2 and 3 is that in the dynamic model a
change in a variable has "two" efi'ects. I has an effect on the current default probability
through its effect on the current payoffsvia the parameter ? sameas in the duration models.
In addition, it also has an effect through the expected evolution of the changedvariable in
the future which affects the continuation payoffs associatedwith any choice. The marginal
effectsreported for the dynamic model account for these two effects.
As a consequence,we can calculate the effectsof a purely transitory shock to the state
variables that does not affect its transition which will be, in general, smaller in magnitude
than the reported marginal effects. While, in general,we cannot compare coefficientsacross
specificationsthey are more or lesscomparableacrossspecificationsthat have no persistent
unobservedheterogeneity. To see this, denote the estimated marginal effect as rñe and let
óe be the estimated coefficientof interest. Abusing notation, the estimated marginal effect
is approximately given then by:
rñe:

f
J

^c
óeprndFt

where Pr¿ is the predicted choice probability of debtold and .fl is the distribution of observedand unobserveddebtor characteristics.In the modelswithout unobservedpersistent
heterogeneity(modelsI, II, V and VI) the distribution ^fl is the same acrossspecifications.
x s, where s is the
Since at the estimated parametersand for all specifications[ 6eÉr¿d,F¿
observeddefault probability, then we know that the estimated coefficientshave more or less
a similar scaling and are therefore roughly comparable.
If we comparethe estimatedcoefficientsin the duration modelsI and II in table 2 with
the estimated coefficientsfrom the dynamic models V and VI in table 3 (i.e. models with
no unobservedheterogeneity),\'vecan see that the estimated coefficientsare much larger
(in absolute value) in the duration models than in the dynamic models. The reasonfor this
difi'erenceis that the coefficientsof the duration modelsare trying to capture the entire effect
of the variables,whereasin the dynamic models,the coefficientcapturesonly the static effect.
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This highlights the fact that the dynamic models make it possible to distinguish between
transitory shocksand shocksthat spill over time periods.
The estimates in table 3 of the aggregatetransition parameters p€ are not very precise.
The displayed results correspondto an estimation of the model in which no restriction was
imposed to force the estimatesof p€ to be consistentwith the estimatesof
{. As we pointed
out before, becausein our model both sets of parameters are separatelyidentified we can
actually recover the implicit beliefs of debtors about the evolution of separately from the
{
actual transition implied by their realization.
We find that the persistencecoefficient pf of the autoregressiveprocessthat drives the
expectedevolution of { is negative. If we estimated the coefficientdirectly on the estimated
{, such persistencecoefficientwould be positive. This differenceimplies that debtors were
too pessimisticabout the evolution of the aggregateshocksand were therefore anticipati,ng
their default decisions. The lack of statistical significance,however, does not allow us to
draw any strong conclusion.
We do not include measuresof the fit of the model in the tables of results becausethe
fit of all models at the market level is virtually perfect. We have already shown that the
unrestrictedmaximization of the model likelihood implies that at the estimatedparameters
(15) holds. In other words for every set of estimated parametersand for every specification
of the model, the observeddefault rate is virtually equal to the averagedefault rate across
surviving debtors, weighted by the correspondinghistory probability.
We finish our discussionof the results with a counterfactual policy simulation that illustrates the usefulnessof the model. As we indicated when describingthe data, the observed
default rates were driven both by an economicslowdown and an exogenouspolicy decision
that drove up the mortgage balances.We now compute the counterfactual default behavior
of debtors under a natural policy alternative. Specifically,we will assumethat the "monetary
correction't rate which was set by the Central Bank was tied to the inflation rate instead of
the market interest rate.
IJnder the counterfactual policy assumption, each debtor pays a proportion of its real
balance each period depending on the number of periods left in the mortgage. Therefore
the evolution of real balancescan be perfectly anticipated by debtors. That is, under the
counterfactual assumption, the transition of real balancesis given by:
b¡.,t+t: bij - biif L¿,,: b¿,r(L- IlLo,r)
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(34)

This transition approximates the initial spirit of the UPAC system as an institutional arrangement to protect banks and debtors against inflationary risks. Notice that this new
transition does not contain an error term, so that we are doing more than just changingthe
policy: we are also eliminating all uncertainty regarding the evolution of balances.
We perform our counterfactual analysis using the estimates of model VIII. Given that
our sample size falls rapidly over time as debtors default on their loans we compute first a
baselinesimulation with the given transitions. We take all debtors in our sample and have
them start their mortgages simultaneously on the first quarter of 1997. For each debtor
we draw ten simulated histories of observedstates and unobservedheterogeneityusing the
estimated distribution of states. The analog of the default rate in the simulation is the
hazard rate, which we can averageacrosssimulated debtors as we follow their survival and
default probability over time. We obtain the counterfactual default rates performing the
same computation on the simulated sample using the counterfactual transition of balances
(34) insteadof the one we estimatedfrom the data.
We show the results of the baselinesimulation and the counterfactual computation in
Figure 1 over the 30 periods in our sample. As can be seen,the counterfactualdefault rates
are consistently lower than the baselinesimulation. Moreover,since as debtors default they
can not start again, thesedifferencesaccumulateover time. At the end of the samplearound
70% of debtors have defaulted under the baseline simulation. Under the counterfactual
simulation around 50% of debtors default. In other words, the policy of tying the balances
to a market interest rate was the causeof at least 217 of the observeddefaults.
This differenceis substantial and is only a lower bound estimate of the impact of the
counterfactualpolicy, becausewe havekept all other variablesat their observedlevels. Specifically, we would expect that home prices were affected negatively by the observeddefault
rates. If we allowed for general equilibrium effects,the home prices would be higher in the
counterfactual simulation and the equilibrium counterfactual default rates would be even
lower. In fairness,we should mention again that there is no uncertainty in the counterfactual transition of real balances,which might not be a realisticassumption,given that debtors
know that the policy can be changedat any time in the future.
Notice also that the changeof the policy has an effect on the default behavior of debtors
through its effect on both the realizationof the mortgagebalancesand its expectedevolution
over time. In fact theannounce'mentof the policy has an immedi,ateeffect on default, even
before the states change, due to its effect on the continuation payoffs. To illustrate this
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phenomenonand evaluate its significance,we computed the effect of announcing
the policy
change at any point in time. Specifically,at each time ú < f we assumethat the expected
evolution of the balanceschangesto (3a). This change has no effect on the current states,
but has an an immediate effect on the continuation payoffs.
Figure 2 showsthe default rates obtained in the the baselinesimulation and the predicted
default rates if at eachof thesetime periods the governmentsuddenly announcedthe change
in the policy. The displayed counterfactual rates are significantly lower than the baseline
rates, eventhough the current states have not changedat all. The averagedifferencebetween
the two rates is almost two percent points. This highlights the fact that policies that affect
the expectations of debtors can have a substantial effect on current default rates. even if
they don't have any effect on the observedrelevant state variables. We should point out,
finally, that a "reducedform" estimation, by definition, would predict that such a policy has
no effect on current default. This class of policies can only be evaluated with a structural
approach like ours that accountsfor the dynamic concernsof debtors.

4

Final remarks

The dynamic model of default describedabove was estimated with a methodology that accounts for a very rich structure of unobservedheterogeneity. Specifically, it incorporates
individual-level heterogeneityusing both survey and simulated data. Our main contribution is the addition of aggregatetime-varying heterogeneity,allowing for a rich pattern of
unobservedheterogeneity.
The standard techniquesfor estimating dynamic structural models have limited applicability due to difficulties associatedwith incorporating correlated unobservedstates. In that
sense,the applicability of our methodology goesbeyond the estimation of default models. It
can be used to estimate dynamic structural models in environments with both micro-level
and aggregatedata.
The proposed framework identifies the aggregateheterogeneityexploiting the aggregate
variation of choicesover time. We showedthat the aggregateshocksare separatelyidentified
from their transition, as long as there is micro-level variation in the observedstates. This
result is important becauseit highlights the limitations of identification of dynamic models
when only market-level information is available.
We applied the methodology to addressthe factors that determined the mortgage default
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rates in Colombia during the economiccrisis that it facedduring the late 1990'sand the early
year.sof the current decade. We showedthat the policy of tying the variation of mortgage
balancesto the interest rate, instead of the inflation rate, was the causeof a substantial part
(but presumably not all) of the observeddefaults.
The use of dynamic structural model to study mortgage default highlights the often
overlookedfact that default behavior does not only depend on the differencebetweenhome
price and mortgage balance. As rve showed,default dependsalso on the expectedevolution
of thesevariables,which affectsthe option value of defaulting in the future. For example,it is
possibleto designpoliciesthat increasethe value of.not defaulting, while keepingthe current
states (including balance)constant. The extent to which this is possibleis an empirical issue
which can only be addressedwith the specific data and an empirical dynamic model, like
ours.
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Appendix
Proof of Lemma 2
Assume: (i) the aggregateshocksfollow an autoregressiveprocesssuch that
€¿+r: h(€r) +
u¿..1,wh€re u is an i,i,derror with cdf f1,, such that Erl€r+rl{,] : h((¿);(ii) _1 <
W . t,
(iii) the sample size l/ is large. We need to show that for any parameters d0 such that the
assumptions(i), (ii) and (iii) hold, equation (1b) has a unique solution
€(po).
First, assumethat d:00

and rewrite the mapping as follows:

: rro,r,t(S¿.r;00,€r)ffiK*d,F¿(r)
: sr,¿(S¿,¿;
sr,¿
0o,€r)
I

(41)

where 0 < 5r,, ( 1 and s1,¿ár€ the observedand predicted proportions of individuals who
choosei : L at time ú, respectively. The integral is computed with respect to the distribution O¿, conditioned on the observedhistory. The expected continuation payoffs can
be computed recursivelystarting at T, when E7V(S¿,y¡r) :0. For ú < T, EtV(Si,r*r) :
* BE¡lvi¡ ¡¡2(Si,t+z) Is,,t+zI .
E ¿ lt o g (l * eu(X¡,,+ t ;l)*€¿+r *¡¿¿
)]

We prove existenceand uniquenessby showing that under the given conditions the mapping s1,¿(.,{¿)
shown aboveis bounded by zero and one and is strictly monotonein (¿. The
derivativeof s1,¿with respectto $ is given by:

E"t*!''€')
: I lrr,,',,(s,,,)(1
' ¿ ' t ' ¿ \ v z ' ¿ -l \ rtPr¿,1,¡(s¿,¡l
t z ' L ' t 1 v x ' ¿(t+
1 ' pagilv(sá't+1)lsi'i\l
d,ed,Fto)
5"',0€t
pru¿O
I

L¡

\'-

"

a{r*,

)JT

r|
/
F,o\l P,",
- r
**a+
(("(s',)J "Gn,,l¡dao
ñ + J l"',,',(t,,)
) ITFN_dodF¿(r)
(42)
whereasthe derivative of ,S1,¿
with respect to {y for t f tt is:

.(,
Fro \1 Fro
4"',,(.'€,)
- f l^
-T:
- f n(s,,t')Tfrda))Tñ*dodF¿@)
(A3)
(("(s',")J
J lPr;,,t(s¡)
wherethe functionK(.) is givenby:
.AEilV( S,,t*!le¿l)
pr!-¿,1,r ( So,r ¡ ¡(-.ou,,
K(S ¿ ,r):(-p r¿ ,t,,(S ,,,))t- 0,,,(
*' o'
a€,*,
\'
/
The first thing to noticeis that the secondterm in (A2) and (A3) are the averageof an
expectationerror. Therefore,as the samplesizegoesto infinity,thesetermsbecomezero.
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Therefore, all we need to do to show that in large samplesthe mapping (A1) is monotone is
show that the first term in (A2) is either positive or negative.
We will show now that the (A2) is always positive. Notice first that the derivative of the
continuation payoffswith respect to {¿ is given by:

(', , ,raEü,'.,!!(s:;'*))]o¡;
aELvlsi,L+L)
-: J LIlrr,,
¡ ' z ) ¿ +0h(€')
1
a€,
a€t \'-u
a€t
/1"
u"'-(Fi''*') 0.
for t ( ?. At t : T,this derivativeis
Assumptions (i) and (ii) imply that -1 . 9!{#r"!

(A4)

< 1. To seethis, start computing

(A ) at t : T - 1 and then solve backwards. This, in turn implies that (A2) is strictly
positive. Therefore,sr,¿(.,€¿)is strictly monotone(increasing)V€r.
qE{#@
< 1 is that as {¿ ---+oo, in (A1) s1,¿---+1.
Another implication of -1 .
Conversely, as €¿ ---t -oor s1,¿+ 0, which completes the proof.

Proof of Proposition 1
The probability that a particular history {d.,r,...,d¿,¿}is observedis given by (9):
t' -

J

Fr,do:

t'Í'

J Urrl;',Q

- Pro,r,,)('-a¡'')d,Q

(A5)

where,given Lemma 1 and Lemrna 2,the vector €(l,pe) is uniquely obtainedfrom (15):
S 1 ' ¿ : [ p , o , ' , ','( ' , ^ l , p t ' , €\ "t '?\ "yl,'pP)r)rW
(.d
; ^' a
' t d, P' Fc¿, €( r?)'(t A
, P6))) d A
J
The implicit function theoremimpliesthat as p€ changes,{ changesin (A6) accordingto the
following derivative:

#:-wffi

(A7)

Given Lemma 2, this derivative is well defined, provided that its conditions are met.
Assume (i) that the preferenceparameter 7 is known; and (ii) that for some i, i e N,
it is true that X, * X¡.Assumption (ii) implies that for at least two agentsi,,j e l/¿, the
predictedchoiceprobabilitiesare different, I Pr¿¡,td0 ¡ [ Pr¡udQ. Given (A5), (ii) also
d€t).
implies that for at least two agentsi, j €. Nr, (dI Pr¿,1,¿d0ld€r)
+ (dI Pr¡,1,¿dQf
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A sufficient condition for the identification of p4 is that, for some i € NtVt, the
derivative
of the predicted probabilities with respect to p¿ is different from zero:

(48)
In other words, we need to show that for at least one agent the predicted choice probability
changesas p€ changes' We prove that this is true by contradiction. Supposethat for all
i € Nl the derivative of the predicted choiceprobabilities with respect to p6 are zero. Using
the chain rule and replacing(A7), we obtain:

d I Pr¿u(.)da_ 0 I pr+,tOdé
dpe

ope

0 [ Pr¿u(.)dad€ - 0

a€

dpe

(##) :o

0 [ Pr¿¡,¿(.)dQ 0 [ P r ¿ , 1 , ¿ ( . ) d A

a€

0pe

(Ae)

which would imply that for all ¿ e l/¿:

0l Pr¿tt(.)dal0pe
_ 0qtl0pe
AIPr,,',J)dalü- AÑa€

(A1o)

But this is impossible becausewe have already argued that (A5), (ii) imply that for at
least two agentsi',i e N¿,(dPr¿,1,tld€r)I (dPr¡¡tld€r).Therefore (A10) is false and the
propositionis proved.
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Table 1: Summary statistics (main data set)
(5)

(6)

Default
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Me&n

r&te

Price I
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(2)

(1)
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Outstanding
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(7)
Price/
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1
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and all loans,

¡eepectively.

Table

1, continted

(1)

(2)

2001 1
2001 2

(3)

(4)

(5)

2001 3
2001 4
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and all loans,

respectively.

Table 2: Estimation results: Duration Models
Model II
Model I
Coefficient

Est. (s.e.)

0 .0 7 2( 0 .0 1 6)
11 (Price)
12 (Balance) -0 .r8 5( 0 .0 2 8)
-0 .0 1 6( 0 .0 0 5)
?s (Term)
7a (Income)

Marginal effect (s.e.)

Est. (s.e.)

Marginal effect (s.e.)

0.004( 0.001)
-0.005( 0.001)
- 0.002( 0.001)

0.073( 0.013)
-0.r74( 0.025)
- 0.016( 0.002)

0.004( 0.001)
- 0.005( 0.001)

-0.001( 0.000)

- 0.001( 0.000)

Model IV

Model III
Coefficient

Est. (s.e.)

0 .1 2 0( 0 .0 4 3)
( 0.133)
72 (Balance) -0.422
-0 .0 2 3( 0 .0 1 1)
13 (Term)
?t (Price)

Marginal effect (s.e.)

Est. (s.e.)

Marginal effect (s.e.)

( 0.002
o.oo8
)

0.126( 0.045)
-0.417( 0.136)
- 0.025( 0.012)
- 0.001( 0.001)

0.008( 0.003)
- 0.012( 0 .004)
-0.003( o.oo2)
-0.001( 0.001)

- 0.012( 0.003)
-0.003( 0.001)

1a (Income)
CYO

{12

uar(¡t)

-o.oo4
( o.oo5
)

0.483( 0.007)
-0.003( 0.005)

0,036( 0.003)

0.036( o.oo3)

0.483( 0.007)

5.750

5 .8 0 0
In models

-o.oo2
( o.ooo
)

I and

II p¿ = 0; all models

include
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aggregate

shocks

(not

shown)

Bstimation results:

namic Models

Model V

Coefficient

Est. (s.e.)

0.008( 0.003)
71 (Price)
( 0.01e
72 (Balance) -0.04e
)

Model VI
Marginal effect (s.e.)

0.003( 0.001)
-0.004( 0.001)

Est. (s.e.)

0.008( 0.002)
- 0.047( 0.0i3)
-0.003( 0.001)

0.003( 0.001)
-0.004( 0.002)
- 0.002( 0 .001)

( o.0oo
0.000
)

0.000( 0.000)

73 (Term)
7a (Income)
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yo
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)
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0.000( 0.004)

0.034( 0.06e)
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Model VII

Model VIII

F
yl

É

pi

Coefficient

Est. (s.e.)

0.0e4( 0.02e)
7r (Price)
( 0.0ee)
72 (Balance) -0.478

-0.002( 0.000)

0.000( 0.000)
Marginal effect (s.e.)

Est. (s.e.)

Marginal effect (s.e.)

0.012( 0.006)
-0.016( 0.006)

0.0e2( 0.02e)
-0.463( 0.087)
- 0.021( 0.008)

0.012( 0.006)
- 0.015( 0.006)
-0.004( 0.002)

0.000( 0.001)

0.000( 0.000)

?s (Term)
1a (Income)

-0.021
( 0.00e
)

pó
pi

-2 .2 7 t( 1 .e 3 8)
-0 .4 8 0( 1 .1 4 6)

-2.271( 2.314)
- 0.506( 1.525)

pi

0.238( 0.e78)

0.237( r.428)

d.¡

0.483( 0.007)
-0 .0 0 1( 0 .0 0 3)

0.483( 0.007)
-0.002( 0.004)

0.036( 0.003)

0.036( 0.003)

Q1
A2

uar(¡t)

Marginal effect (s.e.)

-0.004( 0.002)

3 .0 3 0

3.006
models V and VI ¡r¿ = 0
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Figurel: Simulatedand counterfactualdefault
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